


01.Features

IQ Smartpen is compatible with all three mainstream 
systems including Mac, Android and Windows. It doesn’t 
matter what kind of touch display you are using, IQ 
Smartpen can fit right into it, and you get to stick to the 
operation system you are familiar with.

Long press Key 1 to enter annotation mode. No matter what 
content is presented right now, you can make an annotation 
on the screen immediately.

The dual tips are designed to support the different fineness of 
touch frames. Moreover, you can also switch the color and 
width of the pen at will. Presenting different content by different 
colors and thicknesses has never been easier.

Strong compatibility across multi-platform

Annotate anytime and anywhere

Switch colors and pen tips as you want 

Highlight key points with aid tools
IQ Smartpen can be used as a laser pointer or wireless 
presenter. It also provides a variety of tools for handy 
use. For example, magnifier to make the details more 
clear and spotlight to emphasize the content, etc. With 
one small pen at hand, your presentation could be 
smoother than ever.



Features

Don’t worry if you don’t like the default key functions on 
IQ Smartpen, it gives you the freedom to customize. 
More functional options are available for your choice. 
You can choose the ones you like according to different 
needs. 

With built-in 150mAh lithium battery, IQ Smartpen supports 
up to 50000 times consecutive click of buttons after each full 
charging. The universal micro-USB interface design makes 
charging the pen a piece of cake.  

With adsorption design, it’s magnetically mounted on 
anywhere of your display frame. You know where to 
find the smart pen every time when you want to use 
it, and it also keeps your meeting room neat and tidy.

02.

Custom keys for more choice

Convenient USB charging

Give Smartpen a home

IQ Smartpen can be a good assistant for teaching 
environment as well. Through customizing each key’s function 
of IQ SmartPen based on IQ Interactive Education Platform 
V8.0 software, the lecturer could use smart pen with the 
software to deliver more efficient speech. 

Work with IQ Interactive Education 
Platform Software




